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Yurok
Language:

• Yurok is an Algic language of Northern
California which is the traditional language of
the Yurok tribe
• Yurok is related to Wiyot; they are distant
relatives of Algonquian languages like
Ojibway and Cree
• Yurok language contains complex verbs and
fairly free word order

Yurok
Language:
•Decline of the language began during the
California Gold Rush, due to new settlers and
diseases brought with them
•Boarding schools incorporated the native
population of American society which
increased the rate of decline of the language

Yurok
Language:
•The current status of reviving Yurok language has
been the most successful language revitalization
program in California
•As of 2014, there are six schools in Northern
California that teach Yurok; they are 4 high schools
and 2 elementary schools

Pomo
Language:
•“Pomo” and “Pomoan” refer to a family of seven California
Indian languages
•The seven are differentiated by placing the word Pomo after
the word. Ex: Southwestern Pomo, Southern Pomo, Central
Pomo, Northern Pomo, Northeastern Pomo, Eastern Pomo,
and Southeaster Pomo
•The name “Pomo” comes from a blend of two different
terms: the common noun p h ó' ma', "inhabitants," and p h o•
mo•, "at red earth hole," a specific Village.

Pomo
Language:
•The Pomo languages are considered
part of the Hokan family of languages

•Eastern Pomo or Clear Lake Pomo is
a Hokan language spoken around
Clear Lake which is in Lake County,
California

Pomo
Language:
•Language loss in California has been very
severe when it comes to Pomo language
•Today the only Pomoan languages are
spoken by elderly people
•The remaining Pomo speakers have an
active language prevention movement to
work on learning their ancestral language
before it goes away forever

Miwok
Language
•The Miwok or Miwokan languages, also
known as Moquellumnan, are a group of
languages spoken in central California in
the Sierra Nevada
•There are not too many speakers of the
three Sierra Miwok languages since the
language started dying off

Miwok
Language:
•Miwok is a Penutian language of California
•There are seven dialects of Miwok which
are so distant from each other, they are
known as multiple languages

Miwok
•Three of the Miwok languages
are no longer spoken
•The other four languages are
spoken by a very low number of
elders
•The Miwok languages are highly
endangered, so some younger
Miwoks are working on learning
their ancestral language

What did the Yurok tribe wear?
➢ Men Basic Dress
○ naked
○ buckskin draped around
waist using leather strap
➢ Women Basic Dress
○ deerskin double-apron
skirt
■ wealthy: shell
embellishment
■ poor: shredded
maple bark skirt

➢ Footwear
○ one-piece deerskin
moccasins
➢ Outerwear
○ deerskin robe
■ numerous small
mammal pelts
■ whole skins of
large birds

Yurok continued
➢ Male Hairstyles
○ somewhat long
■ tied back when
working
➢ Female
○ two pig-tails in front
of their shoulders

➢ Headgear
○ women: basket caps
made from willow
twigs and pine roots
■ shamen women:
rawhide caps
ornamented with
viburnum seed
and paint

Yurok continued
➢ Women Tattoo
○ three vertical lines on
chin
➢ Men Tattoo
○ marks on arms used
to measure strings of
dentalium shells

Yurok continued

What did the Pomo tribe wear?
➢ Men Basic Dress
○ naked
○ skin wrap around
waist
○ rabbit fur breechclout
➢ Women Basic Dress
○ fiber two-piece skirt
■ redwood-tree
inner bark
○ deer skin skirt

➢ Footwear
○ barefoot
○ soft-soled moccasin
lined with grass
➢ Outerwear
○ redwood-tree inner bark
matles
○ seal or sea-otter pelt
robes
○ wealthy: deerskin
■ feather robes

Pomo continued
➢ Hairstyle
○ long hair tied in a
knot at the nape of
the neck with
decorative pins
○ milkweed fiber
adorned with beads
➢ Headgear
○ none

➢ Women Tattoo
○ vertical lines on chin
➢ Men Tattoo
○ few were tattooed
➢ Face and Body Paint
○ used during
ceremonies
■ red
■ white
■ black

Pomo continued

What did the Miwok tribe wear?
➢ Men Basic Dress
○ naked
➢ Women Basic Dress
○ shredded tule doubleapron
➢ Footwear
○ barefoot
○ deer skin one-piece
moccasins
■ tall overlapping
ankle cuffs

➢ Outerwear
○ skin robes
○ pelt capes
○ wealthy: feather
capes

Miwok continued
➢ Men Hairstyle
○ tied back when
working using large
hairpin
○ higher ranking: hair
net
○ mustache and
beards

➢ Women Hairstyle
○ three braids
○ beaver skin headband
■ cloth when
available
○ chaplet of flowers
○ feathers
○ bangs over the
forehead

Miwok continued
➢ Headgear
○ tule grass protective
pad when carrying
heavy basket loads
➢ Face and Body Paint
○ used during
ceremonies
■ black
■ red
■ white

➢ Tattoo
○ vertical and zigzag
lines on chin,
cheeks, and neck
○ older people: chest
tattooed
➢ Masks
○ worn for Kuksi
Dance

Miwok continued

Trade, Currency, and Precious Goods
The Yurok, Pomo, and Miwok tribes of the Northwest
interacted with Russian Trade Companies on a daily basis.
The companies abused these people for their accessibility to
local aquatic mammal furs.
Some furs include:
● Sea Otter
● Fur Seal
● Beaver

Trade, Currency, and Precious Goods
At the main Russian trade post in California -Fort Ross- paper
money called scrip was used to compensate the local natives
for their furs. The natives then used the money to buy
whatever goods they wanted from the Russians. Common
items were firearms and metals for hunting with.

Trade, Currency, and Precious Goods

Fort Ross was separated into 4 areas: The interior for high ranking officials
and goods, a Russian Village, a Alaskan Native American Village, and the
local native american housing.

Trade, Currency, and Precious Goods
When trading with other tribes, Olivella shells were commonly
used. These shells could be used to purchase food and tools
from other tribes.

Trade, Currency, and Precious Goods

Population Size
Circa 1770- Population of Northern
coastal tribes drops to a few
thousand from European Plague. The
Pomo and Yurok populations drop
from an estimated 3000 to as many
as 900 to 1000.
Circa1910- The Constant
encroachment of the United States
and the systematic mass moving and
genocide of Native populations nation
wide left Northern tribal populations
numbering in the hundreds. The
Miwok and Yurok number the highest
at 2000 combined.

Recent Population poles- The last
census taken in year 2013 numbers
the Yurok and Pomo population at
around 3500. The lowest tally for a
northwestern tribe numbered about
400 for the Karok tribe.

Settlements and Housing
Yurok and Pomo tribes Made their
housing from hewed planks of Cedar
or Fir patched with Redwood bark
and tied together with Hemp rope.
They were then amassed into a large
rectangular hut over a central fire pit.
Like many northwestern tribes they
built permanent settlements unlike
many other american indian tribes.
Tree sap was used to prevent leaks
among the overlapping planks.

Yurok/Pomo
Settlement

Miwok Housing
Miwok housing used the same materials(Cedar,Fir,Hemp)as the pomo and
Yurok housing only many Miwok prefered to construct a Teepee or hut rathern
than a rectangular pit-hut .

Pomo Tools
Resources
● Redwood Bark
● Tree Branches
● Grass

Tools Created
● Bows
● Arrows

Miwok Tools
Resources
● Cedar
Wood
● Hemp
● Milkweed
● Tule reeds

Tools and
Weapons
● Arrows
● Baskets
● Nets

Yurok Tools
Resources
● Branches
● Redwood
● Alder Bark
● Elk Horn

Tools
● Canoes
● Baskets
● Spoons

Religion/ Beliefs, Values and Perspectives
Each Tribe has their own unique and
distinctive rituals and beliefs
● Nature, Culture and Religion
o The world has the potential
of both good and bad
● Creation Narratives: myths of
how the world began and how
people came to inhabit it.
○ sense of identity
○ rules for behavior
○ evaluate life
○ meaningful experience

“First People”
supernatural humans with animal and
natural attributes
● Creation of humans
● Earth, Wind and Water
● They provided Everything,
Everywhere
● Animal of today serve as a
tangible reminder of “myth time”

Sacred Dances
● Visual prayers maintained the
worlds spiritual balance
○ well-being of group

○ protection from natural
disasters
○ abundant harvest

○ mourning
○ important events
○ to initiate economic activities

● Held annually
● A harmonious world consisted of
prayerful thoughts, actions and
offerings
○ Behaviour
○ Fasting
○ Spiritual Dances

Mourning Ceremony: Miwok
Yum-meh or Nah-choo-wah
(mourning or “cry” ceremony)

● Lasted anywhere from four to ten
Days
● Held inside ceremonial houses
called Hang-e
o lead by Chief
o mourners
o spectators
Ceremonial Chant:
“Ha, ha, ha, yah… ha, ha, ha, yah”

White Deerskin Dance: Yurok
Renew or maintain the world
● Ceremonies were run by the
wealthy
o Here they would display
their treasures
● Significant to
the building of

the salmon
dam

Afterlife
“Willows”
➔ those killed by weapons
“Inferior place”
➔ thieves and antagonistic people
“The Sky”
➔ rich and peaceable

Kaksu Ceremony: Pomo
● Dancers impersonated spirits
○ goal was to revive the dead
and strengthen their tribe
through numbers
○ Shamans led the
ceremonies (an inherited
position and mostly men)
● Ghost were feared among most
tribes
● Spirits correlated with the
ancient myths and were
welcomed

Death and Burial practices:
● deceased
were cremated
● gifts and
trinkets were
burned with the
dead as well as
personal property
and home

Yurok Staple Foods
Yurok means “downriver people”, and
that is perfect to describe their way of life
relating to the foods they ate. Small game
was scarce in their territory, and while
deer was abundant and their flesh
esteemed, they were not always often
hunted and eaten. The stranding of a
whale was significant and its flesh was
prized above all other food. Other flora
and fauna consumed were:
> Acorns
> Salmon, whale, deer
> Ocean mussels

Miwok Staple Foods
The Miwok diet was varied and nutritious
with seasonal availability of foodstuff
dictating what area the tribe would move.
They perfected indigenous hunting and
trapping methods to ensure a reliable
source of protein, and knowledge of local
flora augmented their diet with plants
roots and nuts such as:
> Coast Live Oak Acorns
> Buckeye Nuts
> Seaweed, Fish
> Deer, Rabbits, Fish
> Quail, Nesting Gulls

Pomo Staple Foods
The Pomo relied on hunting, gathering
and fishing for their food supply. The
Pomo Indian women were gatherers while
men were hunters. They lived somewhat
like nomadic people and liked to migrate,
therefore living off of:
> Acorns, mushrooms, berries
> Grasshoppers, gnats
> Deer, rabbits, salmon
> Seaweed

Yurock Medicine & Spirituality
> Yurock women served as “doctors” or
shamans, and often smoked pipes as part
of a curing ritual.
> Wild Rye

"...a sorcerer who has obtained a kit of
twelve miniature poisonous black obsidian
arrows, which empower him to sicken and
kill… The tiny arrowheads were chipped
from a magical "flint" so powerful that a
flake of it would explode in a fiery eruption
if not handled properly. The twelve arrows
were graded in strength and malevolence,
the first causing a mild cold, the second a
few days of cold with headaches, and so
on up to the last four, which were lethal.
The kits stank like very strong, rank
angelica root, and their stench increased
with use. They had, in fact, to be used
frequently in order to retain their power…”

Miwok Medicine & Spirituality
When ill, the Miwok depended greatly on
ceremonial and shamanistic curative
practices. Scarification and prolonged
suction were the staple methods. There
were regular “doctors” who sang and
sucked. Set ceremonies were sometimes
performed over the sick. These acts were
believed to have great curative value,
combating the evil causes of sickness.
With these used were many herb
medicines and plants including:

> Lowland Fir: applied externally and and
internally for colds and rheumatism
> Yarrow: mashed leaves and bound to a
wound is said to stop pain
> Angelica: the root was chewed as a
headache cure and cold remedy. Also
known to ward off snakes if rubbed on
body
> Pipe Stem: pulverized charcoal made
from this plant was dusted on running
sores and burns

Miwok Medicine Continued

Pipe Stem Plant

Lowland Fir Tree Leaves

Yarrow

Angelica Plant &
Root

Pomo Medicine
The Pomo tribe boiled the inner root
bark of the Willow tree, then drank
strong doses of the resulting tea to
induce sweating in cases of chills and
fever.
> Durango Root used as fish poison
also dualed as a medicine
> White Willow Bark
> California Gold Fern

Contact with Europe- Yurok
As gold miners and colonists arrived the
Yurok steadily lost 3/4ths of their
population. The lost all claim to the natural
resources of the land and were unable to
live off the land as they used to do. In
1851 the U.S government signed the
“Treaty of Peace and Friendship” It was
broken in 1855 and the Yurok where
forced to Klamath river reserve. Children
were sent to boarding schools and had no
acknowledged government until
November 24th, 1993 when their
constitution was ratified.

Pomo European contact
The Pomo, much like the other far
Northwestern tribes were not placed
under the mission system, this is due
to the fact missions ended at San
Francisco so besides the occasional
roundup the Pomo managed to stay
more insulated from the south until
later American efforts. Though they
managed to avoid the Spanish they
were invaded by Russian fur traders.

The Russian exploitation of sea
otters and other resources that
sustained the Pomo caused conflict
between the two groups prompting
brutal conflict and population
decreases comparable to the mission
system.

Miwok European Contact
At the time of Europe’s contact with
the Miwok they had around 100
villages dotting the coast split into
halves or “moities” which had
subchiefs which was a position that
governed marriage, trade, and
politics. Men and Women could hold
these positions presiding over
several family lineages in their
halves.

Russian and Spanish treatment of
the Coastal Miwok differed. Both saw
them as lesser than themselves but
to the Russians they were just lesser
trading partners they were forbidden
to accept even the smallest gift from
and the Spanish enslaved them to
fuel their ever growing pastoral and
agricultural needs. The introduction
to new disease and malnutrition killed
most Miwok that were enslaved, a
similar fate for most Native groups.

